#CircularityIs...
A [non-exhaustive]
catalogue of business
approaches that can
support transitions to
circular economy.
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“... most people who we need to work with to improve urban sustainability and
reduce our material impact do not even understand what circularity is…”
- Patricia Akinyi K’Omudho, Chief Environment Officer: Nairobi Metropolitan Services

Circularity is...
A significant proportion of the materials sourced from our
planet are wasted. It is certain that the world can no longer
afford the negative impacts resulting from the linear
economy. We therefore need to transition into a circular
economy that designs out waste, keeps goods and products
in use for longer, and regenerates our natural environment.
Circular economy is a growing area of interest for achieving
sustainability across multiple sectors, yet, for many,
understanding what circularity entails seems nebulous and
contentious. To improve multi-stakeholder understanding of,
and engagement with circular economy ideas, we have
launched the #CircularityIs… campaign. The #CircularityIs…
campaign aims to share some examples of what the
circularity principles of Regenerate, Rethink, Reduce, Reuse,
and Recover mean in practice.
Accelerating Circular Economy in Africa (ACE Africa)
This catalogue demystifies circularity, unpacking its principles
and associated strategies. With a main focus on business
approaches, the catalogue offers inspiration for start-ups and
businesses interested in supporting a circular transition, as
part of the ACE Africa Programme.
It is one of three proposed catalogues (with two more
planned for local governments and urban residents). It is also
not intended to be exhaustive, and many further ideas can,
and should be shared using #CircularityIs.

It is clear that at present in Africa, the private sector is
leading the transition to a circular economy. The ACE
Africa project aims to accelerate circular economy
innovation and co-creation in Africa by guiding
entrepreneurs and new start-ups through an incubation
programme and providing a platform for exposure to, and
interaction with, mature circular economy businesses,
funders and government officers. Find out more about
this programme here.

RETHINK

New business models
CIRCULARITY IS...

Conducting life-cycle assessments
Life-cycle assessments allow
companies to determine the
impact of their products on the
environment across all stages of
the value chain. Develop a life
cycle assessment service plan
for products offered by
organisations in your region.

RETHINK

Virtualise

CIRCULARITY IS...

Connecting food producers with
markets
Many food producers lose
produce due to limited access to
markets and long travel distances.
Link producers to consumers
through virtual platforms that
improve producers' market
knowledge and bargaining power,
while offering more choice and
quality products to customers.
This can also support the creation
of local online markets and
reduce food waste.

RETHINK

Design for the future
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Designing adaptable products and
services
Future-proof the products,
infrastructure and services your
company offers by ensuring that
products are designed and
redesigned to adapt to anticipated
(and unanticipated) shocks or
changes in the economy or
environment. For example, designing
a product that can have multiple
uses or that retains its use despite
changing conditions.

RETHINK

Design for the future
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Designing products with end of life
in mind
Keeping materials within a circular
loop requires redesigning products
specifically to be dismantled and
either reincorporated into new
versions of the product, or used for
other products. Develop your
business, or redesign your products
in ways that they can be returned
into your own production processes
or a wider value chain.

RETHINK

Substitute
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Designing regenerative products
Design your products to
incorporate, or be made entirely
of, biodegradable materials that
pose less damage to the
environment if lost, that can be
diverted from landfill into
organic waste reclamation, or
that can enrich soils and help to
regenerate nature after use.
Examples could include bamboo
bicycles, grass straws, or
biodegradable carry bags.

RETHINK

Virtualise
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Hosting virtual meetings and
conferences
Online collaboration platforms
have revolutionised how people
can come together to meet,
work together and develop
projects and ideas. Encourage
more virtual opportunities to
engage between teams. Invest in
virtual platforms for conferences
and summits.

RETHINK

New business models
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Incentivising environmentally
positive actions
Develop a business model to
incentivize responsible,
environmentally conscious
behaviors, such as offering a
cheaper cup of coffee for
customers who bring their own
[reusable] mugs. This approach is
tied to brand recognition and
should appeal to those who wish to
reduce their environmental impact.

RETHINK

Substitute
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Providing environmentally-friendly
foods
The global food system is
responsible for a quarter of the
earth's greenhouse gases, with
significant contributions from
meat and dairy products. Food
production is also responsible
for drastic land-use change and
habitat loss. Offer only
sustainably produced food
options at your events,
restaurants and hotels.

RETHINK

New business models
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Providing options to rent products
instead of own them
Redesign your business to
accommodate user needs in the rental
community while adopting circularity
principles of keeping goods within the
value chain. Offer subscription-based
services, allowing customers to rent
products on a short-medium term
basis with the option of renting to
own. This process allows products to
be used to their maximum value,
maintained and repaired on a regular
basis, and actively kept within the
value chain all while reducing the need
for the production of new products.

RETHINK

Restore nature
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Reducing chemical emissions
Reduce the production of
harmful chemicals into the
environment in the production
of goods. Ensure the use of
appropriate technologies to
remove any airborne or
waterborne toxins, or design out
these chemicals from the
production cycle entirely.

RETHINK

Capacity building
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Upskilling employees in circular
economy practices
Train and capacitate employees with
the understanding and skills required
to rethink their behaviors, reduce
consumption, reuse products and
services where possible and to
recycle, as part of their work. For
example, employees can be upskilled
on the benefits of sharing and
repairing office materials instead of
making new purchases. Developing a
working environment which enables
these types of practices should
complement this training.

RETHINK

Virtualise
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Using virtual tools to transact
Tools have been developed to
allow business owners to
transact virtually. Transform
your customer-client interface
using mobile money platforms
for purchases, receipts and
invoices. Furthermore, share
project details and updates
virtually rather than through
physical demonstrations.

REGENERATE

Nature based solutions
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Adopting regenerative agricultural
practices
Regenerative agriculture refers
to the incorporation of
regenerative principles that
restore and enrich the soil and
its produce. Transition your farm
or urban garden to adopt
regenerative agriculture
principles by diversifying and
rotating crops, ploughing
shallow and less frequently, and
using compost to nourish crop.

REGENERATE

Nature based solutions
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Creating compost
Process organic wastes into
compost that can be used in
agriculture. Organic waste such
as fruit, vegetables, leaves and
soils can be broken down by
naturally occurring microbes
into a material used in
agriculture. Use composting to
reduce loss of nutrients and
improve your farm yields.

REGENERATE

Nature based solutions
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Installing wastewater treatment
facilities
Install a water treatment facility
that can retreat grey, brown and
black water to drinkable
standards and make it safe for
reentering the environment. The
facility could use nature-based
solutions, such as an artificial
wetland to treat the water,
offering a public amenity at the
same time.

REGENERATE

Nature based solutions
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Urban farming
Urbanisation is rapidly eroding
cities' flora which contributes to
increased urban heat and
climate change. Incorporate
urban farming to reinvigorate
your city's connection with
nature and its associated
benefits. This can also improve
social cohesion as communities
come together to practice urban
farming and learn about the
food system.

REDUCE

Industrial symbiosis
CIRCULARITY IS...

Collaborating with manufacturers
and service providers near you
Develop a platform that
connects buyers and sellers of
complementary industries in
close proximity to one another.

REDUCE

New business models
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Designing products for durability
Circularity challenges the planned
obsolescence model in which
companies design and sell goods
for single use, rather than
assuring quality and fit for
purpose. Instead, design quality
products that last for a long time,
potentially offering a lifetime
guarantee. This approach also
encourages consumers to care
for, invest in, share and reuse
their products.

REDUCE

Efficiency
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Installing resource efficient devices
Install efficiency devices to reduce
wasteful consumption (and shape
responsible behaviours). For
example, water efficient taps can
drastically reduce water
consumption in homes, commercial
buildings and public areas. Setting
timers to alert guests when they pass
5-minutes in the hotel shower
provides a nudge for them to reduce
consumption. Automatic lighting or
task-lighting ensures that lights
remain on only when needed.

REDUCE

Efficiency
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Installing smart water or electricity
meters
Monitoring water and electricity
consumption is vital for noticing if
there are leaks or wasteful energy
use. Use smart meters to identify
where maintenance is needed, where
efficient appliances could improve
efficiency, and to set goals for
reducing resource consumption by
changing your own or employees'
behaviors. This action reduces
resource consumption and saves
money that can be used for other
purposes.

REDUCE

New business models
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Package free shops
To reduce waste associated with food
and goods, sell these without
packaging: set up refillable stations for
these items (e.g. fruit, spices, cereal,
honey, detergent, shampoo, makeup
products), and require customers to
bring their own containers. This
approach also enables customers to
take as much of a product as they
need, improving their economic choice
and reducing waste. This also reduces
the upstream energy and material cost
of packaging food and products, and
can support bulk transportation.

REDUCE

Capacity building
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Promoting resource efficienct
behaviours
Support residents and
communities to take on
resource efficient or resource
sufficient behaviours through
education and awareness
campaigns, trainings and virtual
platforms that reward
environmentally- or sociallyconscious activities.

REDUCE

New business models
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Serving appropriate portions of
food
Food loss and waste contribute
to greenhouse gas emissions
and reduce landfill capacity.
Reduce portion size of meals
served at restaurants, markets
or events to reduce food waste
by customers.

REDUCE

Zero waste manufacturing
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Transitioning to zero waste
manufacturing or business
Support zero-waste
manufacturing practices that
adopt new technologies and
processes to eliminate waste,
reuse and redesign waste
products through out the
process value chain. Develop
and implement a zero-waste
policy across all departments.

REUSE

Efficiency
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Installing grey water reclamation
systems
Install a grey water system in
your building to capture
wastewater from sinks, baths,
showers washing machines and
dishwashers. Grey water can be
reused to water gardens and for
flushing toilets. This intervention
can be made at household-level
or at utility scales, where grey
water could be retreated to
drinkable quality.

REUSE

New business models
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Producing reusable sanitary pads
Single use sanitary pads are
made up of 90% plastic, are
improperly disposed and
expensive. Produce reusable
sanitary pads which can be
made from layers of absorbent
fabric. Disposable pads offer
more eco-friendly solutions
which can be reused, thus
saving many women money and
improving accessibility.

REUSE

Repair and upgrade
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Repairing broken machinery
Circular economy principles
promote the extension of a
product's lifecycle through
timely maintenance and repair.
When products or infrastructure
break and fail, opt to repair
them instead of replacing with
new items. Ensure that you plan
for the repair of products and
infrastructure in budgets and
maintenance plans.

REUSE

New business models
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Reusing containers for food
deliveries
Encourage your customers to
reuse materials by incorporating
reusable containers for food
meal deliveries. Upon delivery of
a new meal, collect previously
used containers.

RECOVER

Convert waste to energy
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Converting waste to energy
Build a facility that converts
available waste into energy. This
can be done either by biodigesting organic waste into
biogas (methane) that can be
used for heating or cooking, or
by incinerating more types of
waste to produce electricity.

RECOVER

Regenerate nature
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Establishing a local composting
facility and/or collection service
Recover organic waste material
from your community's
businesses and households.
Produce compost for nearby
farmers, urban residents with
gardens and community gardens
in need of compost.

RECOVER

Upcycle materials
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Extracting useful material from
electronic waste
In most African cities, electronic
waste typically ends up in scrap
yards and landfill sites. Collect
and recycle valuable materials
from these electronic wastes, to
use for other products.

RECOVER

Substitute
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Processing organic waste into
animal feed
Process organic waste to
produce feed for livestock, such
as the Black Soldier fly larvae.
Fly larvae is known as one of the
most efficient animals that
converts organic waste matter
into animal feed. The Black
Soldier Fly is one of the animals
that can support this process.
Process your organic waste
using the Black Soldier Fly to
create animal feed.

RECOVER

Formalising the informal
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Supporting local waste collectors
Support waste collectors to
gather valuable materials and
ensure that wastes do not end
up in landfill sites. Ask waste
collectors what types of waste
they need, and separate these
for them. Support their efforts
by paying them to collect these
materials on a regular basis.

RECOVER

Regenerate nature
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Turning wastewater sludge into
fertiliser
Invest in infrastructure to collect
waste water sludge which could
be done at the local scale using
outputs from community toilets
or at the utility scale at a water
plant. Convert this sludge into
fertiliser for use in agriculture, in
urban parks, or for resale for
private use.

RECOVER

Industrial symbiosis
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Using industrial outputs as new
inputs for other industries
Support different businesses or
industries to make use of each
others wastes or outputs as new
inputs. This can be done by
offering a service to connect
and build trust between
industries. It can also be
supported by developing a
(virtual) platform that connects
companies and service
providers.

